## Arrangements for Inbound Persons from Overseas Places and Taiwan

**Rapid Antigen Test (RAT)**
- **Before departure**: Conducted within 24 hours prior to the scheduled time of departure with a negative result (can be self-administered or by professional swab sampling).

**PCR-based nucleic acid tests**
- **Before departure**: Personal must undergo PCR-based nucleic acid testing at designated centers.
- **At check-in**: Undergo specimen collection for PCR-based nucleic acid test at the Airport under “test-and-go” arrangement.

### Complete the online Health Declaration Form
- Declaration of pre-departure RAT result
- Non-Hong Kong residents aged 12 or above must fulfill vaccination requirement
- All persons fulfilling vaccination requirement should declare vaccination records to obtain Provisional Vaccine Pass

### Boarding requirement(s) for verification by airlines
- Present green Health Declaration QR code (a downloadable version of the QR code, a screen shot or a printout)

### Self-monitoring
- "Test-and-go" nucleic acid test on the day of arrival at HK, apart from the journey from the airport direct to the place of residence, receipt of test result required before leaving residence.
- Monitor health condition and take body temperature twice daily.
- Take appropriate personal disease prevention measures, wear a mask and maintain hand hygiene.
- Conduct RATs from Day 1 to Day 5, confirm negative results before leaving residence.
- PCR nucleic acid test on Day 2
- Login to the Electronic COVID-19 Monitoring & Surveillance System (eCMSS) to record RAT results and health status.

### The handling arrangements for persons tested positive will be aligned with that for local cases
- Vaccine Pass will be switched to Red Code.
- Please provide information to the Centre for Health Protection through the online platforms (for nucleic acid tests or RATs). If the household environment is not suitable for isolation or the original hotel is not available for on-site isolation, inbound persons tested positive would be sent to Community Isolation Facility.

### For detailed boarding and self-monitoring requirements as well as other details, you should also refer to the latest press releases, relevant information on the webpage and FAQs.

---

* except inbound persons aged below three years old

^ Inbound persons aged three years old or above on the date of arrival at Hong Kong have to undergo PCR-based nucleic acid testing by professional swab sampling at Community Testing Centres / community testing stations or ad-hoc mobile specimen collection stations (for free), or at recognised local medical testing institutions (self-paid), as specified in the relevant testing requirement above.

# Inbound persons must keep the photos of their RAT results and SMS of their PCR nucleic acid test results in case of compliance checking.
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